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Abstract. The ongoing monitoring of marine diesel engines helps to detect the deviations of its
parameters early and prevent major failures. But the experimental diagnostics data are generally
limited, so frequently, it isn’t possible to get all the necessary information to make a clear decision.
The mathematical simulation could be used to clarify the experimental data and to provide a deeper
understanding of engine conditions. In this paper, the MAN 6L80MCE marine diesel engine of “Father
S” bulk carrier diagnostics issues are considered. The diagnostics data were collected with DEPAS
Handy equipment and present the information about indicated processes by every engine cylinder. The
on-line resource Blitz-PRO was used for the simulation of the engine operation and helped to prove
that the variation in exhaust valve’s closing timing is responsible for the observed compression pressure
difference, while the irregularity in fuel injection causes the considerable difference in the maximum
pressure.
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1. Introduction
The marine diesel engines diagnostics aims to determine actual conditions of the engine in terms of fuel efficiency,
reliability and correct the operation of its subsystems, such as the fuel injection system, supercharging system,
valve train, etc. However, in the case of quick diagnostics, especially during normal vessel operation, there are
only limited possibilities for correct measurements of all engine parameters. Mathematical simulation of engine’s
operating cycle could be used for these cases to clarify the possible issues and to refer particular engine operation
conditions to a benchmark. Mathematical-based fault diagnostics are becoming a very promising approach. The
idea is to define the difference between the actual value and the modelled value of a signal being measured [1–3].
Different types of mathematical models are used, depending on the diagnostic tasks [4, 5]. Neural networks based
models, which can generate a decision during the engine operation, could also be applied [6]. DEPAS Handy is
the set of diagnostics tools developed for main and auxiliary marine diesel engines. It allows measuring the
in-cylinder pressure diagram together with vibrodiagrams of fuel injection, intake and exhaust valves closing [7–9].
In practice, due to complex interrelations of gas-exchange, fuel-injection, supercharging processes, environmental
parameters, warm-up conditions of an engine, etc. it is rather difficult to precisely define the real issue during
an engine diagnostic procedure. A mathematical simulation may help to make the final decision. Blitz-PRO
is the online internal combustion engine’s operating cycle simulation tool [10].It provides static and transient
compression-ignition, spark-ignition and dual-fuel engines’ operating cycle simulation from any device, which
has access to internet and does not require installation. Blitz-PRO can be used to accumulate statistics for the
given engine during its operation time, which could be useful for analyses of the current engine conditions. In
this paper, Blitz-PRO is used to analyse and clarify the diagnostics data from DEPAS Handy for the MAN
6L80MCE main marine diesel engine.

2. Mathematical model development
Blitz-PRO offers operating cycle synthesis for various configurations of ICE engines. Nevertheless, for any engine
configuration, the basic approach remains the same: the engine is divided into couple of open thermodynamic
systems (OTS), which interact with each other by energy and mass exchange processes. Three types of OTS are
applied depending on computational tasks:

(1.) single-zone 0-dimensional (0-D) quasi-steady model;
(2.) two-zone 0-D quasi-steady model;
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(3.) 1-D unsteady model.
For 0-D OTS, the universal set of equations is used. These equations are based on the concepts of the first-law
of thermodynamics, equality of working gases’ properties for each point of the volume, gas-state law and mass
balance equations.

The first law of thermodynamics is expressed as:
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where dIfuel/dϕ, dIj/dϕ – the rates of enthalpy change due to fuel evaporation and due to mass exchange
processes, respectively, δQcomb/dϕ – the heat release rate due to fuel combustion, δQwall.i/dϕ – the heat transfer
rate to the walls of the system, dmfuel/dϕ, dmj/dϕ – the fuel mass flow and gases mass flow, respectively, n1 –
the number of the interacting thermodynamic systems, involved in the mass exchange process, n2 – the number
of walls, involved in the heat transfer process, p, T , V , m – the pressure, temperature, volume, mass of the gases
mixture in the OTS, respectively, cv, cvm – the actual and average isochoric specific heat capacity, respectively.

The equation of thermodynamics first law is completed with the mass balance equation and with the gas-state
equation:
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where Z is the compression factor, calculated by the Berthelot equation:
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where π = p/pcrit – relative to the critical pressure, θ = T/Tcrit – relative to the critical temperature.
Generally, for each open thermodynamic system, the single-zone model is applied, this means that the whole

volume of the system is considered as a homogeneous mixture of gases. However, for several cases, the two-zone
model is also implemented:

(1.) During the combustion period to predict the burned gases and fresh charge temperatures for NOx and
CO formation calculation.
(2.) During the scavenging period, for two-stroke engines, to correctly predict gas exchange processes.
(3.) To consider burned gases reflux from the cylinder into the intake receiver.

In the two-zone model, the thermodynamic system is virtually divided into two interacting thermodynamic
systems. The general concept for the two-zone model is the equivalence of pressure for both zones and
impenetrable flexible boundary surface between them. Basic equations are the application of the first law of
thermodynamics:
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(5)

where index “I” refers to the burned gases zone, and index “II” to the fresh mixture zone, δQI−II/dϕ is the
heat transfer rate between zones, δII−II/dϕ is the enthalpy transfer rate between the zones, dII/dϕ, dIII/dϕ
are the corresponding enthalpy change rates for zone I and II.

These equations are used together with a general single-zone equation, which is used to find the pressure for
the next time layer.
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The mass flow between the interacting 0-D thermodynamic systems is calculated with a quasi-steady adiabatic
nozzle concept coupled with prof. Orlin’s approach to consider unsteady effects. The quasi-steady equations for
gas flow velocity wstatic from the volume with the higher pressure “1” to the volume with the lower pressure “2”
are:
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where k1 is the adiabatic exponent, “*” indicates total parameters.
To consider the unsteady phenomena, the pulse conservation equation is used:
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It is converted to expresses the gas flow acceleration:
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where L is the “active” pipe length. The active pipe length is to be set by the user for the intake and exhaust
valves/ports, but for many other cases (turbine, compressor, intercooler, etc.) it is assumed automatically
(usually divisible by channel’s equivalent flow diameter).

The 1-D unsteady models are used to consider unsteady effects of gas flow in the intake and exhaust systems.
The following set of equations is applied:
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where λfric – the coefficient of friction, α - the heat transfer coefficient from gas to the pipe wall, Twall – the
pipe wall temperature, T – the gas temperature, S – entropy, “no” – refers to normal conditions, d – the pipe
diameter, k – the adiabatic exponent.

The size h of the computational cells for 1-D model is calculated according to the CFL condition:

h = Lpipe

(a+ |wmax|)
∆ϕmax
6ncrank

, (10)

where Lpipe - the length of the runner, a - the local sonic speed, wmax - maximum gas velocity, ∆ϕmax - the
maximum calculation time step by the crank angle degree (as the variable time-step mesh generation available
in Blitz-PRO [11]), ncrank - crankshaft speed.

The heat transfer processes and wall temperatures are considered using a quasi-steady approach. The
Woschni equation [12] is used to find the heat transfer coefficient from gases to cylinder walls:
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1000pV

]0.8
, (11)

where A, C1, C2 - coefficients, pmot - pressure in the cylinder during running motor condition.
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Cyl. rpm pmax pcompr αing ϕinj
nmbr bar bar c.a.d. c.a.d.
1 66 75.1 61.3 -2.7 12
2 66 68.5 57.1 -3.2 9.6
3 66 72.6 55.5 -2.6 9.2
4 66 66.6 55.9 -4.9 10.4
5 66 66.4 52.3 -3.9 9.6
6 66 64.7 54.8 -4.2 9.5
1 75 89 74.2 -1.3 14.1
2 75 80.3 69.6 -3.1 12
3 75 84.5 67.4 -3 12.6
4 75 79.2 68.5 -4.9 12.5
5 75 76.2 64.6 -4.5 13.3
6 75 75.2 65.9 -4.4 11.2

Table 1. Results of MAN 6L80MCE engine diagnostics with DEPAS Handy.

The Razleitzev fuel injection-evaporation-combustion model is applied to define the heat release rate [13]:
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where x - burned fuel fraction, σi represents the amount of fuel injected during the ignition delay, σev - evaporated
fuel fraction, ϕinj.end - the moment of the injection end, ∆ϕk - extension of the second equation usage time,
ξa.c - function of air usage, ∆u.f - unburned fuel fraction, P0, P2, A0, A2 - functions.

The Runge-Kutta second order implicit method is applied to numerically solve the sets of equations for
interacting OTS. The working medium density relative accuracy for all open thermodynamic systems is used as
the condition of the correct solution. The adaptive fixed-point numerical method is used to avoid looping the
calculations.

3. Mathematical simulation for diagnostics issues
The MAN 6L80MCE main diesel engine is installed on the “Father S” bulk carrier. It is equipped with two
ABB VTR564 turbochargers and directly drives the fixed pitch propeller. The measurements made with the
DEPAS Handy equipment include two sets of indicated diagrams and vibrodiagrams of the fuel injection and
exhaust valves closing for the engine running at 66 and 75rpm. The diagrams in Figure 1 and Table 1 show a
huge difference in the compression and maximum pressure between the cylinders. The injection advance is late
by about αinj = −2...− 5 c.a.d. before the TDC and considerably uneven as well as the injection duration ϕinj .
As a conclusion of measurements, the engine operates normally, but the true reason of the huge difference in the
maximum and compression pressures between the cylinders as well as its influence on engine overall efficiency
needs to be discovered.

We used mathematical simulations of MAN 6L80MCE diesel operating cycle to clarify the experimental
results. To set-up and calibrate the Blitz-PRO mathematical model, we used official sea trials results of the
“Father S” bulk carrier combined with the manufacturer’s manuals information. The main task of the initial
set-up of the mathematical model was to get the engine operation parameters, which are referred as its normal
conditions. The important issues for this case of mathematical model set-up were the turbocharger’s performance
maps and the actual exhaust valve diagram.

Turbocharger performance maps, used for the ABB VTR564 turbocharger emulation are based on the
information from [15] (see Figure 2). These maps are extrapolated and interpolated according to [16, 17] and
presented in Figure 3). A further identification of the turbocharger performance was made by a comparison of
the sea trail, DEPAS Handy experimental data and the Blitz-PRO simulation results.

The relative exhaust valve lift diagram, used for the simulation, is shown in Figure 5 b and is based on the
MAN market update note [14]. It is clear that the exhaust lobe profile aims to decrease the speed of the valve
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Figure 1. DEPAS Handy report summary. “Injector vibro” - the signal of vibration sensor, which shows fuel
injection valve’s opening and closing timing: a) ncrank = 66 rpm, b) ncrank = 75 rpm.
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Figure 2. Manufacturer’s performance maps ABB VTR 564 turbocharger [14].

seating. So, in terms of gas-dynamics, valve closing occurs about 25 c.a.d. in advance of the mechanical closing
(which is detected by DEPAS Handy).

To consider unsteady gas flow effects, the 1-D sub-models were applied to the intake ports’ channel and
exhaust runner

Figure 4 demonstrates the comparison between simulated and experimental engine parameters. The standard
deviation for the maximum pressure is 2%, 4.2% for compression pressure, 4% for scavenging pressure, 3.5%
for turbocharger speed (8.9% if measurements error is included), 3.2% for brake specific fuel consumption and
2.5% for fuel pump index. The relatively big deviation in brake specific fuel oil consumption could be explained
by the assumed fuel oil lower calorific value.

The value of turbocharger’s speed at engine’s 75 rpm from sea trial is disputable and seems as some sort of
measurements error. The diagrams of compression pressure and turbocharger speed in relation to the level of
scavenging pressure (Figure 4, at the bottom) help to prove it. The level of the scavenge air pressure in the
case of correct turbocharger adjustment is determined by the turbocharger speed. In addition, if the actual
compression ratio is constant, the level of pressure at the end of the compression is determined directly by the
level of scavenge air pressure, so this helps to confirm the correct turbocharger maps setup. It is clear that
the level of scavenging pressure at 75 rpm engine running during sea trials is pretty much on a curve, while
the turbocharger speed is very small. The comparison to the experimental DEPAS Handy results proves this
conclusion, so it is probably due to some mistake during measurements.

After the mathematical model setup, we have used it to find the answer for two questions: 1) what is the
reason of the compression pressure difference between engine’s cylinders; 2) what is the reason of maximum
pressure variation by cylinder.

The typical reasons for compression pressure variation from cylinder to cylinder are: 1) uneven exhaust valve
timing and 2) gas leakage through compression rings or/and exhaust valve seat.

DEPAS Handy, as was is mentioned, allows to define the actual exhaust valve closing timing with the aid
of vibration sensor. Figure 5 a shows the averaged results of measurements for six engine’s cylinders for the
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Figure 3. Extrapolated ABB VTR 564 performance maps, used in Blitz-PRO.
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Figure 4. MAN 6L80MCE diesel engine sea trials comparison.
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Figure 5. Influence of exhaust valve closing timing on the compression pressure at 66 rpm (a) and relative valve lift
diagram [15], used for the simulation (b).

engine running at 66 rpm. There is a good correlation between the compression pressure and the moment of
valve closing.

When comparing the experimental and simulated data, we can definitely say that the variation in pcompr is
caused by an uneven exhaust valve closing and the conditions of valves seats and compression rings are normal.

Simulation results also give a wide picture of the influence of exhaust valve closing timing on the engine
operation (Figure 6). A late exhaust valve closing causes a decrease in compression temperature and, thus,
longer ignition delay period. So, the combustion starts later, decreasing the efficiency and rising temperatures.
Also, the late exhaust valve closing results in a volumetric efficiency decrement and smaller air excess ratio,
which is also a bad influence in terms of engine parts temperatures and indicated efficiency.

The difference in the maximum pressure couldn’t be explained only by the exhaust valve closing timing
variation. It is also influenced by the uneven fuel injection from cylinder to cylinder. The mathematical
simulation gives the estimated values of the injected fuel for every cylinder. The example for the engine running
at 66 rpm is presented in Figure 7. The simulated levels of compression pressure and maximum pressure by
cylinder are close to the DEPAS Handy measurements results. The simulations show the huge irregularity in
the fuel injection by about 20%. This also causes the different output by the engine cylinder (about 17%)
and brake specific fuel oil consumption (about 2.7%). Obviously, the fuel injection system requires a better
adjustment to achieve the same level of the cylinder’s wear, engine parts temperatures and better fuel economy.
The toughest operating conditions were discovered for the number 4 engine cylinder. The combination of the
late exhaust valve closing and the maximum fuel injection provides the lowest value of the air excess ratio –
α = 2.38, while the average is 2.6. Together with the late fuel injection, long ignition delay (because of the late
exhaust valve closing) it explains the biggest exhaust valve opening in-cylinder temperature tb = 1099 °C, while
the average is 1030 °C. This could cause increased exhaust valve and seat wear rate for this cylinder.
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Figure 6. Calculated results of exhaust valve closing timing at 66 rpm.
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Figure 7. Simulated fuel injection variation by cylinder at ncrank = 66 rpm.

4. Discussion
Mathematical simulation could be a powerful tool to analyse the experimental data from marine diesel engines
diagnostic procedures. It helps to clarify the true reasons and causes of observed deviations in engine system’s
operation, such as fuel-injection and turbocharging systems. For two-stroke marine engine diagnostic issues, the
mathematical simulation provides:

(1.) An estimation of the fuel-injection and power load irregularity by engine cylinder;
(2.) A detection of the most loaded cylinder in terms of the greatest in-cylinder temperatures at the exhaust
valve opening;
(3.) An explanation of the compression pressure variation by engine’s cylinders, which could be caused by the
difference in the exhaust valve closing between the cylinders, or by piston rings or exhaust valve leakages;
(4.) Revealing the influence of exhaust valve closing on the engine in-cylinder parameters, such as gas exchange
processes, fuel combustion, exhaust gases temperatures;
(5.) An ongoing diagnostics of the turbocharger operation.

This approach can be used not only for older engines, which are not equipped with the self-diagnostic systems,
but also for modern engines as it helps to reduce the amount of necessary sensors and provides a flexibility in
terms of solving issues.

The mathematical simulation also helps to make the forecast of engine operation at different loads and
speeds as the experimental measurements generally have limited possibilities because of the conditions of the
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ship operation. However, the mathematical simulation needs calibration procedures based on the experimental
measurements to provide accurate calculations. It also demands an interpretation of the simulation results by a
highly trained specialist.

5. Conclusions
The combination of a mathematical simulation with direct measurements provides more possibilities in the field
of marine diesel engine diagnostics. It helps to provide accurate diagnostics during a vessel operation even in
challenging conditions of variable environmental parameters and lack of experimental measurements. Blitz-PRO
provides an easy-to-use ICE operating processes simulation product, available online, which is accessible from a
personal computer, tablet or smartphone. It could be useful for ICE diagnostic issues, combining fast calculations
for all types of internal combustion engines without device storage usage. The mechanical engineer can monitor
the engine during its lifetime, using mathematical simulations to define possible deviations in the operating
process.

List of symbols
α air excess ratio
TDC top dead centre
BDC bottom dead centre
c.a.d. crank angle degree
αing fuel injection advance [c a d beforeTDC]
ϕing fuel injection duration [c a d ]
ncrank crankshaft speed [rpm]
pmax maximum in-cylinder pressure [bar]
pcompr compression pressure [bar]
tb in-cylinder temperature at exhaust valve opening [°C]
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